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AWS helps broadcast service deliver digital news at speed and with accuracy through its 240 channels and programs, across more than 190
countries, to more than 894 million viewers and listeners

NEW DELHI —September 01, 2022— Amazon Web Services, Inc. (AWS), an Amazon.com, Inc. company (NASDAQ: AMZN), today announced that
Prasar Bharati News Services (PBNS), the digital arm of India’s public broadcasting service Prasar Bharati, is using AWS to host and scale its
expansive network, which offers over 240 live radio channels, including live news and entertainment programs. By moving to AWS, PBNS has the
compute capacity, reliability, and scalability to deliver news seamlessly to over 894 million viewers and listeners in more than 190 countries. Through
this digital transformation, PBNS aims to provide innovative digital content formats and better engage its target audience, especially younger viewers
and listeners.

“At Prasar Bharati News Services, we have a responsibility to provide timely and accurate news. We inform and educate the public about India’s
development and cultural diversity. AWS is instrumental to PBNS’s digital transformation roadmap, helping us reach existing and new audiences, who
consume content digitally,” said Samir Kumar, Head, PBNS and Digital Platform, Prasar Bharati. “With AWS, we have the reliability and scalability to
distribute news across the nation at speed, constantly updating our growing audience with trusted information, even during peak periods. We are
confident that our cloud-first approach to creating, transforming, and delivering digital content quickly, enabled by AWS, will help us continue to make
information more accessible and relevant to the growing requirements of our audience. Using the cloud, PBNS drives its mission to be a trusted public
broadcaster by innovating our operations, driving content reforms, and delivery.”

“India’s media industry is transforming rapidly as the public consumes more digital news content, such as videos and podcasts, online, and on mobile
apps. Media and entertainment organizations are among the major users of cloud services, and AWS is honored to support Prasar Bharati News
Services’ goal to be a leader in delivering reliable news and information across India in the digital age,” said Pankaj Gupta, Leader – Public Sector
Enterprises and Government, Healthcare, AISPL, AWS India and South Asia. “With AWS, Prasar Bharati can change the way it creates, manages,
and distributes content to audiences—both old and new—locally and globally.”

Prior to moving to AWS, PBNS hosted its applications with a co-location IT provider and experienced high latency, which caused performance and
availability issues, such as website downtime and disrupted video streaming. This significantly affected the distribution of news and the audience
experience. PBNS needed a comprehensive set of cloud capabilities, from scalable compute and storage resources to content production,
management, and archiving, to transform the way it delivers content, such as

live-streaming content and sharing videos across platforms like YouTube.

With AWS, PBNS can effectively host and scale its NewsOnAir website, which publishes national and international news in eight languages, live radio
and TV podcasts, and the ‘PBNS Daily Magazine’ to its audience around the world. The organisation also runs its News Data Management System
(NDMS) on AWS, which is a platform built by PBNS to categorize, archive, and share content across regional news units, to improve collaboration
between internal news units, social media teams, and external news agencies based across India. As a content management system, NDMS aims to
make it easy for news reporters and stringers to quickly upload their news, and for news organisations to publish news faster. Currently, 54 regional
news units are using NDMS to speed up access to the latest news and deliver information faster to audiences.

AWS Select Partner, Arsenal Infosolutions Private limited, a managed services provider with a strong focus on cloud services in the public sector, has
supported PBNS in the successful migration and modernization of NDMS and the NewsOnAir application with AWS to cater to the required
performance and scale. Arsenal Infosolutions helped the broadcaster implement Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2) for the resizable
compute capacity to scale its media workload according to viewer and listener demand. Arsenal Infosolutions also deployed Amazon CloudFront, a
content delivery network that securely delivers content with low latency and high transfer speeds. With Amazon CloudFront, NDMS can now handle
and distribute static and dynamic content securely and rapidly to help facilitate information sharing among Prasar Bharati’s news units. This empowers
NDMS to quickly and accurately coordinate and deliver critical news to news reporters and publishers, who in turn, distribute digital content to millions
of viewers and listeners in just a few milliseconds. For example, during the COVID-19 pandemic spike in 2021, PBNS was able to provide timely
updates about “Oxygen Express,” a government of India initiative that delivered critical supplies of medical oxygen across India through the railways.

PBNS also relies on Amazon Relational Database Service (RDS), which makes it simple to setup, operate, and scale databases in the cloud; Amazon
Elastic File System (EFS) that scales the file system automatically as files are added and removed, without the need for management or provisioning;
Amazon API Gateway, which makes it easy for developers to create, publish, monitor, maintain, and secure APIs at any scale; and Amazon S3, an
object storage service offering industry-leading scalability, data availability, security, and performance.

About Amazon Web Services

For over 15 years, Amazon Web Services has been the world’s most comprehensive and broadly adopted cloud offering. AWS has been continually
expanding its services to support virtually any cloud workload, and it now has more than 200 fully featured services for compute, storage, databases,
networking, analytics, machine learning and artificial intelligence (AI), Internet of Things (IoT), mobile, security, hybrid, virtual and augmented reality
(VR and AR), media, and application development, deployment, and management from 87 Availability Zones within 27 geographic regions, with
announced plans for 21 more Availability Zones and seven more AWS Regions in Australia, Canada, India, Israel, New Zealand, Spain,
and Switzerland. Millions of customers—including the fastest-growing startups, largest enterprises, and leading government agencies—trust AWS to
power their infrastructure, become more agile, and lower costs. To learn more about AWS, visit aws.amazon.com.
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About Amazon Internet Services Private Limited

Amazon Internet Services Private Limited (AISPL) undertakes the resale and marketing of AWS in India.
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